
Facials  

Guinot 

Your skin is alive. At night it repairs itself and every 30 days it renews itself. 
 
A radiant, healthy complexion depends on subcutaneous blood circulation. 
 
We can delay the visible effects of aging giving the skin a younger appearance. Just as 
plants respond to nutrients and water, the skin can recharge its resources of energy and 
reviatlising substances that reacivate the cellular functions that make it look younger. 
 
Remember that age 30 is the time to prepare for the skin's appearance at 40; age 40 is 
when to prepare for 50 and so on. 
 
 



  

Hydradermie: 
 
Known as the "Star Facial Treatment", Hydradermie is an exclusive Guinot treatment. In 
little more than on relaxing hour, our skin looks "brand new". With a montly maintenance 
treatment your skin will become clearer, healthier and radiantly beautfiul all year round. 
Using state of the art equipment, a galvanic current carries the active plant-based 
ingredients deep into the skin. Hydradermie leaves the skin deep cleansed, balanced, 
glowing and fully loaded with oxygen resulting in an improvement in hydration and fine 
lines. This treatment is suitable for all skin types and will be customised by your therapist 
to meet your skins needs. 
Once the Hydradermie treatment is completed, try the mirror test. Your face appears 
remarkably rested, serene and you will feel good about yourself. 
Recommended as a course of three treatments or as a monthly maintenance treatment, 
Hydradermie is the most effective, deep-cleansing treatment for your face.


 







 


Double chin reduction and loose skin toning: 
 
A high-tech lifting treatment without a knife Hydradermie Lift is a lifting treatment that also 
tones the skin and firms the face and neck deep down by exercising the muscles. With 
age and fatigue, the contours of the face become heavier and less defined, muscle tissue 
starts to sag and the signs of aging appear on the face. 
Hydradermie Lift acts like a gentle body-building session lifting the features b acting on 
the muscles below to give the face a rejuvenated effect. Hydradermi makes the face look 
visibly younger, with no injections! 




 


Beauté Neuve Peeling: 
 
Beauté Neuve Double Peeling Treatment with Fruit acids, Glycolic Acids and Pure Vitamin 
C is a treatment for youth, radiance and anti-pigmentation. 
With the development of the Beauté Neuve facial treatment Guinot has combined medical 
research with skincare expertise to create a professional skin renewing treatment which 
can be used on all skin types, including sensitive. 
With fatigue, stress or age, skin loses its radiance and elasticity and pigmentation marks 
may appear. The epidermis is blocked by ‘dehydrated cells’, cell renewal slows down and 
the complexion appears dull or congested. One Beauté Neuve treatment will restore 
radiance and a course of three treatments for an anti-pigmentation or lightening effect, 
removes the dead cells and helps the skin to fully breathe again. 
 
 






 


Liftosome Anti-Ageing: 
 
The Liftosome Facial treatment is best suited for mature skins, and aims to energize, 
tighten and firm using Vitamin C to brighten the skin. Liftosome relaxes features, 
smoothes away fine lines and adds a luminous glow to the complexion. 
 
Since both age and fatigue encourage sagging skin and a diminution of firmness caused 
by a combination of factors including a decrease in cellular cohesion and activity, 
diminution of elastic fiber synthesis, the effects of free radicals and UVA rays and poor 
oxygenation of the skin’s cells, this facial has been directly targeted to repair the damage. 
Designed as more than merely a “lifting” treatment, the LIFTOSOME FACIAL acts on two 
levels, vertically for a firming action and horizontally to tighten the skin. Visually its effects 
are immediate with skin visibly enhanced at its conclusion. 
 
 
 




 


Aromatic Facial: 
 
Nature has created medicinal plants that have healed people for over 10,000 years. And it 
is from nature that GUINOT draws the plant concentrates and essential oils that make the 
skin more beautiful and radiant in this customised facial. 
This aromatherapy treatment ends with a relaxing facial massage enhanced by pressure 
point techniques. 
 
 






 


Essential Facial: 
 
Using techniques and products suited to your skin type, our technicians will provide you 
with an individualised treatment. Starting with a full, deep cleanse, we will remove all the 
grime and dirt from your skin. Followed with a wondefully soothing and relaxing 
application of GUINOT creams and products to rejuvenate and hydrate your skin. 
The gentle massage techniques will stimulate the circulation and the absorbtion of the 
special ingredients to help your face look younger and feel softer. 
 
 

Teenage Facial: 
 
Using techniques and products especially suited to teenage skin, our technicians will 
provide you with an individualised treatment. Starting with a full, deep cleanse, we will 
remove all the grime, oil and dirt from your skin. Followed with a wondefully soothing and 
relaxing application of GUINOT creams and products to nourish and hydrate your skin. 

Non-surgical face lift - Hydrademie Lift: 
 
With age and fatigue, the contours of the face become heavier and less defined and signs 
of aging appear on the face. Using the Hydradermie Lift technology, we'll give your skin a 
"youth revolution" by stimulating facial muscles to give them new tone and exert a lifting 
effect on the features. 
Results are visible from the first session! Hydradermie Lift is a lifting treatment that also 
tones the skin and firms the face deep down by exercising the muscles. In depth, the 
muscles regain tone and firmness, cellular activity is reactivated and the fatures are lifted 
to spectacular effect. 

Hydradermie Lift Yeux: 
 
The ultimate lifting and anti-ageing treatment for the delicate eye area, which includes 
lymphatic drainage, rehydration, regeneration and muscle stimulation. The treatment firms 
the eye contour, smoothes away fine lines and reduces puffiness 
 



 

Hydradermie Lift Express & Lifttosome: 
 
Any courses of Hydralift treatments may be repeated four to six times per year. One can 
compare the benefits of Hydradermie Lift with an exercise programme at the gym - the 
best results will be attained with treatments on a regular basis. It is suitable for all skin 
types and is recommended for clients whose skin shows signs of loss of elasticity. These 
signs may appear from the age of 30 depending on hereditary factors, sun exposure, 
stress or weight loss. 
 




 


Très Homme Hydradermie for Men: 
 
This high-tech facial uses the galvanic and high frequency electrotherapy, bespoke active 
gels and Très Homme trio of products to deep-cleanse, oxygenate and condition your 
skin. The treatment is customised for your skin type (dehydrated, mature, oily sensitive or 
pigmented). A stimulating scalp massage may be added upon request. 

Guinot Aromatic Body Bien-Etre: 
 
This relaxing skin-softening treatment includes full-body exfoliation and de-stressing 
massage. A natural sugar-kiwi scrub containing exfoliating granules provides a thorough 
exfoliation. The massaage uses an energising blend of citrus essential oils to invigorate 
and release tension. 

Guinot Hydra Back Speciality: 
 
Guinot's back speciality treatment is deep-cleansing and anti-bacterial, and hence 
perfect for the problem-prone back. 
 



Guinot Pregnancy Pampering Treatment: 
 
This relaxing treatment has been created especially for expectant mums. Experience one 
and a half hours of pampering incorporating a full body cleanse, tone, exfoliate and 
moisturise, lots of relaxing massage on lower legs and body using GUINOT?S specialised 
preparation. Treat yourself or someone else! 


